PRESS RELEASE

Budapest, 17 Nov 2016

WE HAVE THE WINNERS OF THE 6TH GREEN-GO SHORT FILM CONTEST
Short films advocating change
Too Cool to Be Killed by Brigitta Katyina is the winning film of Act Naturally (European Nature)
category, Cradle to Cradle: Remaking the Way We Make Things, film by Martin Pabis, Tammo
Trantow and Andreas Foerster is the winner of Round’n’Round (circular economy) and Muddy
Footprint by Tess Rose Dickinson won in Small is Beautiful (small-scale agriculture) category.
These films are sending clear messages by raising awareness about burning issues (such as
about endangered European species) or by offering solutions (recycling and upcycling, getting
back to small-scale agriculture).
This year we received many quality films (126 films submitted) and the selection process was not
easy – special thanks to our jury members Akos Malatinszky from Godollo Unversity (Hungary),
Nat Page from ADEP Foundation (Romania) and actress and founder/member of the ACT –
Independent Theater Association in Bulgaria.
So far, during the six years, we streamed 635 films from more than 40 countries and we reached
around 9 million people around the world. We use these short films for advocacy purposes and
we will help the film authors participating in the contest to screen their films and to send their
messages to wider audiences by educating, informing and entertaining them.
You can find more about the winning films and read authors’ statements here.
Green-Go is organized by CEEweb for Biodiversity, a network of non-governemental
organizations from Central and Eastern Europe, Its mission is the conservation of biodiversity
through the promotion of sustainable development.
This contest is supported by the European Union.
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